Disruptions: Reimagining Media, Gender and Representation
When Tarana Burke created the me too movement in 2006, she was a grassroots organizer determined to provide services to sexual assault
survivors, particularly those in underprivileged areas. When me too was taken up as a Twitter hashtag in 2017, in the wake of accusations of sexual
assault against Harvey Weinstein, a flood of survivors revealed themselves. The number of tweets and Facebook posts (1.7 million and 12 million
worldwide respectively) exemplified the scale of the problem of sexual harassment and violence. It took Tarana Burke’s initiative over ten years to
disturb the status quo, but ultimately the simple pronouncement “Me, too” broadcast over social media proved to be unassailable. It is within this
context that Women’s and Gender Studies explores how media and creative expression can both disrupt and entrench beliefs about gender roles
and how individuals and groups are represented and represent themselves. Every day of this year’s International Women’s Week celebrations is
packed with the diverse voices of individuals who have analyzed, challenged and changed the way we project our struggles and our lives onto the
dominant modes of social communication.

Monday, March 5
8:30-10:00, Panel, Auditorium
Who Steps Up? The Influence of the Media on
Participation in Environmental Justice
Have you ever noticed who participates in events
or situations related to social and environmental
justice? From urban gardening to neighborhood
vitality to community development, who tends to
be the driving force regarding issues of
sustainability? Coming from a variety of
backgrounds and experiences, this panel of four
students will explore the ways in which today’s
media has influenced participation in such events,
particularly asking whether there is a gender bias
that skews participation in one direction – and not
another. Join students Rachel Shelton, Dar Nguyen
Adam Leal, and their teacher Ricardo Duenez.
10:00-12:00, Feature Film, Auditorium
20th Century Women (2016) – dir. Mike Mills
During the summer of 1979, a Santa Barbara single
mom and boarding-house landlord (Annette
Benning) decides the best way she can parent her
teenage son (Lucas Jade Zumann) is to enlist her
young tenants: a quirky punk photographer (Greta
Gerwig), a mellow handyman (Billy Crudup) and
her son’s shrewd best friend (Elle Fanning). All will
serve as role models in a changing world.
1:00-2:30, Panel, Auditorium
Women in Broadcasting: Confronting Sexism and
Harassment
Come hear a panel of four local female
broadcasters/journalists address issues of online
sexual harassment, assault and trolling. Robyn
Flynn (CJAD 800/TSN 690), Toula Drimonis
(freelance writer), Maya Johnson (CTV’s Quebec
City Bureau Chief), and Jessica Rusnak (CBC) are
vocal women in our community who often use
social media to address various social issues
women face. Whether it be topics of violence
against women or women in sports, they often
suffer online abuse just for being vocal women.
They will speak of their personal experiences of
online abuse, their coping mechanisms and
provide advice to students who share similar
experiences of online bullying.
2:30-4:00, Documentary, Auditorium
The Year We Thought About Love (2015) – dir.
Ellen Brodsky
What happens when LGBTQ youth of color band
together and dare to be 'out' on stage about their

lives and their loves? The cast of True Colors: OUT Youth Theater transforms their struggles into performance for social change. With wit, candor,
and attitude, the troupe captivates audiences surprised to hear such stories in school settings. Our characters include a transgender teenager who
is kicked out of her home, a devout Christian who challenges his church's homophobia, and a girl who likes to wear masculine clothing, even as she
models dresses on the runway.
4:00-5:30, Speaker, Auditorium
Nirmala Bains |Representation and Racism: Two sides of the same coin?
The media plays a tremendous role in teaching us how to see and understand the world around us. Yet, this isn’t the only institution that influences
our understanding of each other. This interactive talk will explore how racism has always been an integral part of how Canadians have come to
know each other. We will explore how three categories of racism (structural racism, institutional racism and individual racism) came to be and how
they continue to have an impact us all.

Tuesday, March 6
8:30-10:00, Documentary, Auditorium
Eagle Huntress (2016) --dir. Otto Belle
This spellbinding documentary follows Aisholpan, a 13-year-old nomadic Mongolian girl who is fighting to become the first female eagle hunter in
twelve generations of her Kazakh family. Through breathtaking aerial cinematography and intimate verité footage, the film captures her personal
journey while also addressing universal themes like female empowerment, the natural world, coming of age and the onset of modernity.
10:00-11:30, Performance & Talk, Auditorium
Malek Yalaoui | SistersInMotion: Amplifying the voices of Black, Indigenous and Racialized Women and Femmes
We are now in an age where women's stories are finally beginning to be believed and valued. But women of colour and, in particular, queer women
of colour, will be left behind if we don't explicitly make space for their voices and honour their vulnerability. This is the mandate of SistersInMotion,
an organization co-founded by Malek Yalaoui, which runs workshops and hosts shows that highlight the stories we rarely hear -- those of queer
women and femmes of colour. Malek Yalaoui will perform from her work and speak about SistersInMotion.
12:00-1:30, Speaker, Auditorium
Miles DeNora | The 25-year New York Times war against Hillary Clinton: How the “Newspaper of Record” made Donald Trump president
What happened? How is it possible that Donald Trump was elected president of the United States? As the election was remarkably close, many
reasons can be offered to explain Trump’s election. This talk will make the argument that the New York Times, with its incessantly negative, false,
unfair and misleading coverage of Hillary Clinton, was ultimately the key ingredient in what transpired.
1:30-3:30, Documentary, Auditorium
Amy: The Amy Winehouse Story (2015) – dir. Asif Kapadia
Archival footage and personal testimonials present an intimate portrait of the life and career of British singer/songwriter Amy Winehouse. A
powerfully honest look at the twisted relationship between art and celebrity - and the lethal spiral of addiction. Winner – Academy Award for Best
Documentary Feature.
4:00-5:30, Speaker, Auditorium
Krista Riley | Unmosqued and Online: Muslim Feminist Bloggers on Gender and Prayer Spaces
This talk will highlight the work of four Muslim feminist bloggers from Canada and the United States as they write about personal stories and ideas
related to gender, prayer, bodies, mosques, sexuality, scripture, and more. With a focus on women’s spaces in mosques, Krista will look at how
these writers use their online platforms to tell stories, crowdsource photos, and challenge inequalities in local communities. As they connect with
readers around the world, these bloggers create online religious spaces where they imagine new kinds of community spaces.

Wednesday, March 7
8:30-10:00, Documentary, Auditorium
Miss Representation (2011) – dir. Siebel Newsom
Today, women are better represented on television, in movies and in the news media than they have ever been in the past. However, while this
increased visibility has led many to believe that women have achieved something like equality, the truth is that women have a long way to go
before they achieve anything close to parity. For example, women count for only seventeen percent of elected officials in the U.S. Congress and
seven percent of working directors of feature films. Actress turned filmmaker Jessica Congdon Newsom studies the obstacles women face in the
media and the stereotypes that still define them.
10:30-12:00, Documentary, Auditorium
A Better Man (2017) – dir. Attiya Khan
On a hot summer night 22 years ago, 18-year-old Attiya Khan ran through the streets of Toronto, frightened for her life. She was fleeing her exboyfriend Steve, who’d been abusing her on a daily basis. Now, all these years later, Attiya has asked Steve to meet. She wants to know how he
remembers their relationship and if he is willing to take responsibility for his violent actions. This emotionally raw first meeting, filmed by Attiya
with Steve’s consent, is the starting point for A Better Man. A Better Man offers a fresh and nuanced look at the healing and revelation that can
happen for everyone involved when men take responsibility for their abuse. Teachers bringing their students can request links to conversation
guides designed specifically for the film (kathwarm@vaniercollege.qc.ca).

12:00-1:30, Speaker, Auditorium
Aurelie Le Chevalier | What is it like to be a Game Play Programmer at Ubisoft?
“Are you interested in having a job that is both fun and challenging every day? I make video games for a living, and let me tell you, it’s awesome!
Come learn about working in games, an industry that generates more revenue than the movie and music industries combined. This talk will cover a
brief history of gaming, a look into how games are made, and what the future trends are for this booming industry.”
1:30-3:00, Panel, Auditorium
Imago Theatre: Daring feminists, creators and mentors
Come meet and chat with Imago Theatre, the leading feminist English language theatre company in Montreal. Imago Theatre's Artistic and
Executive Director Micheline Chevrier will lead a discussion exploring her vision and experiences as an award-winning director who has worked
across Canada for over 30 years. Through the lens of her work as a theatre creator, she will delve into her drive for a daring artistic practice that is
challenging, thought-provoking and socially engaged. The exchange aims at understanding why theatre is vital to our collective understanding of an
ever-evolving world and of the diversity of lived experiences within it. Micheline will be accompanied by Joy Ross-Jones - Creator/Performer and
Artista Program Director and Cristina Cugliandro - Director/Creator and Imago’s Outreach Coordinator.
3:30-5:00, Documentary, Auditorium
A Better Man
For description, see Wednesday, March 7, 10:30-12:00.

Thursday, March 8
8:30-10:00, Documentaries, Auditorium
Two short films about labour issues
“Restaurant dress codes: Should dressing sexy be a job requirement?” – CBC Marketplace
Restaurant dress codes: Should women have to dress sexy to serve you a sandwich? Charlsie Agro goes undercover to apply for a job serving in
popular family restaurants. Along the way, we meet women who as servers have been forced to wear high heels, short skirts, full make-up –
and in general a far more sexual dress code – than their male counterparts. Are these dress codes sexist? Some experts say yes. Should women
be treated this way at work? We hear from servers who feel they shouldn't have to dress sexy to keep their jobs.
“Pay Your Interns” (2015) – dir. Cynthia Helen Pandev
In Canada, each year approximately 300,000 individuals (mostly female) take on unpaid work in the form of internships, but the number is likely
much higher due to our government's lack of interest in tracking illegal unpaid internships, or even recognizing that they exist. Pay Your Interns!
is a brutally honest, unapologetic critique of the shady practice of Canadian employers turning a blind eye to the Employment Standards Act by
“hiring” interns, who are expected to perform the work of a “paid” employee, for free!
10:00-11:30, Speaker, Auditorium
Liz Singh | Making The Lower Plateau and other Stories
Local filmmaker Liz Singh discusses her trials and tribulations as a woman of colour working in the film industry and will show a clip from her
forthcoming release The Lower Plateau, which is a feature-length production about a pot dealer / Alanis Morrissette cover artist trying to figure out
life and love during the darkest part of the Montreal winter. In addition to discussing her current film, she will address issues such as making films
on a low budget, brown identity, and the world after Weinstein.
11:30-1:00, Documentaries, Auditorium
Two Short films about Indigenous Women
“Six Miles Deep” – dir. Sara Roque
A documentary portrait of a group of women who led the largest reserve in Canada, Six Nations of the Grand River Reserve, in an historic
blockade to protect their land. On February 28, 2006, members of the Iroquois Confederacy blockaded a highway near Caledonia, Ontario to
prevent a housing development on land that falls within their traditional territories. The ensuing confrontation makes national headlines for
months. Less well known is the crucial role of the clan mothers of the community who set the rules for conduct. When the community's chiefs
ask people to abandon the barricades, it is the clan mothers who overrule them, leading a cultural reawakening in their traditionally matriarchal
community.
“The Future” – dir. Michelle Metivier, Brian Quigley, and Adrian Callender
A young woman scrambles to finish a TV show against all the hurdles the north provides, while everyone else prepares for the next season.
1:00-2:30, Presentation & Talk, Auditorium
Skawennati Fragnito | Exploring Indigenous History Through New Media
Skawennati is a contemporary artist who is interested in history, the future, and change from an Indigenous perspective. In her talk, she will
present and discuss her work, including a screening of her recent machinima, She Falls for Ages, a sci-fi retelling of the Haudenosaunee creation
story; and an overview of the work she has done as co-director of the Skins workshops in Aboriginal storytelling and experimental media design.
Born in Kahnawake Mohawk Territory, Skawennati earned a BFA from Concordia University. Her pioneering new media projects have been widely
presented across Turtle Island and are in both public and private collections.

2:30-4:00, Documentary, Auditorium
Buying Sex (2013) – dir. Teresa MacInnes and Kent Nason
Timely and wise, this feature documentary explores the state of prostitution laws in Canada. Buying Sex captures the complexity of the issue by
listening to the frequently conflicting voices of sex workers, policy-makers, lawyers and even the male buyers who make their claim for why
prostitution is good for society. With the landmark Supreme Court decision in Canada, the film examines the realities in Sweden and New Zealand.
The film also challenges us to think for ourselves and offers a gripping and invaluable account of just what is at stake for all of us. Warning: This film
deals with mature subject matter. Viewer discretion is advised.
4:00-5:30, Speakers, Auditorium
Dalia Tourki and Kama La Mackerel | On Being Trans and Visible
From articles on newspapers to television documentaries, trans people are everywhere. This increasing representation of trans people in the
media, however, is not necessarily or always positive. Based on their experiences with the media, Dalia Tourki and Kama La Mackerel will speak
about the shortcomings and the less glamorous side of being trans and visible. Kama La Mackerel is a tio’tia:ke/Montreal-based performer, writer,
story-teller, arts facilitator and multi-disciplinary artist. Kama is also co-founder of Qouleur and founder of Gender (Blender). Dalia Tourki coorganized the 2016 and 2017 editions of the Trans March and helped to intensify advocacy around issues pertaining to trans migrants in Quebec.
She is also a member of the Centre for Gender Advocacy as their new trans rights advocate and public educator. Sponsored by The Open Door
Network.

Friday, March 9
8:30-10:00, Documentary, Auditorium
Growing up Trans (2015) – dir. Karen O’Connor
Just a generation ago, it was adults, not kids, who changed genders. But today, many children are transitioning, too — with new medical options,
and at younger and younger ages. Growing Up Trans takes viewers on an intimate and eye-opening journey inside the struggles and choices facing
transgender kids and their families.
10:00-11:30, Documentary, Auditorium
It Was Rape (2013) – dir. Jennifer Baumgardner
Rape is wrong, illegal, and reprehensible-and yet still tragically common. In this film, eight women tell their diverse personal stories of sexual
assault, from a Midwestern teenager trying alcohol for the first time to a Native American woman gradually coming to terms with her abusive
childhood. Gripping and emotional, this film is an opportunity to empathize with people-not just absorb faceless statistics-and to puncture the
silence and denial that allow sexual assault to thrive. Ultimately, their stories shed light on how this epidemic affects us.
11:30-1:00, Speaker, Auditorium
Andrée Cazabon | Documenting the Indigenous Experience
Andrée Cazabon is a Gemini nominated director. Her works have been featured at film festivals and shown to over a million viewers on television
screens across the country, from the Vancouver Film Festival and the Hot Docs Film Festival to CBC Television and TVA. Andrée will speak about her
engagement-based approach to filmmaking. Andrée firmly believes in being led by the collective vision and leadership of the people in her films.
She will touch on her vast directorial experience as she enters her tenth year of commitment to reconciliation. She has not only co-created films
with Indigenous communities, but also youth in government care and homeless shelters. Sponsored by the Vanier Indigenous Circle.
1:00-2:30, Speaker, Auditorium
Hannah Wakeling | Women in Physics Outreach Project
We know that for numerous reasons women, racialized and LGBT people are underrepresented in Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics (STEM) fields. In particular physics, engineering and computer science suffer with gender disparity and this problem has been
intractable for decades, despite a considerable investment in interventions to retain under-represented people in the field. Join Hannah Wakeling Women in Physics Outreach Project Coordinator for McGill University’s Department of Physics, and also 1st year Particle Physics PhD student, for
this interactive talk where she will consider the status of under-represented people in STEM subjects and discuss problems that hamper equity and
diversity, such as imposter syndrome, microaggressions, and more.

Woman of the Year Cocktail
Please join us to celebrate this year’s Woman of the Year, Thursday, March 8, 5th Floor, Vanier Library, 4:306:00 p.m.
Acknowledgements: Thanks to all the volunteers on this year’s IWW 2018 Steering Committee, and heartfelt thanks for support from F.A.B.S.S,
Vanier Student Services, the V.C.T.A., the Open Door Network, the Vanier Indigenous Circle, and the Micropublishing & Hypermedia program.
For More Information: Women’s and Gender Studies, Maggie Kathwaroon, Coordinator (kathwarm@vaniercollege.qc.ca).

